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ABSTRACT
Triage is a familiar concept for all who work at the forefront of the treatment
of patients and the emergency medical staff know their duty in different
situations including crisis and epidemics. Accordingly, the coronavirus
outbreak has also a major effect on the emergency department (ED) as it
changes the routine ED function. Our main question was what are the main
triage challenges in the recent pandemic and how we could overcome
these challenges? Therefore, a search of the main Web databases was
performed for articles published till May 1st, 2020 using various related
keywords. In various steps, the title, summary, methodology, results, and
discussion of the selected studies were assessed to find out the recent
triage strategies in the COVID-19 outbreak. Hence, all the available and
related English review articles, case series, and experimental studies were
evaluated. Among 200 studies initially reviewed, 59 met the study criteria
for the final assessment. COVID-19 puts a significant load on public health
services and potential damage to social and psychiatric situations by
marked morbidity and mortality. In line with the various presentations and
according to the changing of the COVID-19 epidemic to a worldwide
pandemic problem, the management and treatment protocols changed
several times. Accordingly, the local and even global hospital protocols
were changed as well. The first simple concept of coronavirus triage in an
emergency department is the separation of COVID-19 infected patients
from the others. This approach has been practiced around the world.
Changing the ED layout from a usual triage or fast track set to an isolated
room is necessary for such a pandemic situation. It is very important to
consider staff communication and the application of PPE. All the efforts
should be taken to protect patients as well as the medical staff from
unnecessary exposure and infection; this serves to keep the health facilities
working well in the outbreak and diffusion of SARS-CoV-2.
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INTRODUCTION
Triage is a familiar concept for all who work
at the forefront of the treatment of patients; almost
all of the emergency medical staff know their
duty in different situations including crises and
epidemics. Within the outbreak of Coronavirus
2019 and the changing into a pandemic, triage
found a new meaning which will be discussed
here. The coronavirus outbreak has also a major
effect on the emergency department (ED) as it
changes the routine ED function. Nowadays,
triage becomes challenging in various situations
during the current COVID-19 pandemic; as the
clinician should decide which non-COVID
infection patient should be hospitalized due to the
other critical reasons, indeed, they should do this
by risk assessment and outcome evaluation.
According to different policies, triaging
occurs at the entrance into the emergency
department and may differ in various hospitals.
Three, four, or five-level triage systems are
commonly used in various parts of the world; the
latter seems to be more helpful under normal
circumstances, but in this pandemic as a biological
attack, it necessitates a change in the routine
triage protocol. With the passing of the time and
symptom variations, the emphasis on vital signs
during triage also changed, given that the purpose
of triage in biological crises is to achieve
maximum benefits and mortality - morbidity
reduction. The novel coronavirus (COVID-19)
which now has spread worldwide was first
distinguished in Wuhan, China in late December
2019 and was verified by the World Health
Organization as a pandemic on March 1, 2020
while only 118000 cases were globally reported
in the whole world.(1,2)
This pandemic at a large scale put a burden
on the world’s health infrastructures. In line with
the various presentations and according to the
changing of the COVID-19 epidemic to a
worldwide pandemic problem, management and
treatment protocols changed several times.
Accordingly, the local and even global hospital
protocols were changed as well.
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Because this is a novel topic, to find
previously published studies relevant to the
current study question, a search of the Web of
Science, Google Scholar, Cochrane, and PubMed
databases was performed for articles published
till May 1 st , 2020 using the keywords
“coronavirus”, “corona”,” SARS-COV-2", “
SARS”,” MERS” “Emergency Medicine”,
“emergency”, “triage”, “COVID-19”, and
“biology*”. A combination search based on
MESH terms was also performed. The PRISMA
checklist was used to evaluate the validity of
the selected articles. (3) During the previous
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
(MERS-COV) outbreak, Saudi Arabia used a
visual triage scale for evaluating and scoring
suspected cases; but further studies showed it
had not enough effectiveness. (4)
In various steps, the title, summary,
methodology, results, and discussion of the
selected studies were assessed. Initially, the titles
and abstracts were evaluated and saved to
EndNote X8. Then, the full-text of English
review articles, case series, and experimental
studies were evaluated. Letters and duplicate
studies were excluded. In the next stage, full
texts were reviewed by two independent experts,
and unrelated studies were excluded. Some
similar and duplicate studies had no new
information. Accordingly, some other papers for
which the full text was not available were
excluded in the second and third stages. Among
200 studies initially reviewed, 50 met the study
criteria for the final assessment.
Evidence-based triage changes
COVID-19 puts a significant load on public
health services and causes potential damage to
social and psychiatric situations by its marked
morbidity and mortality. In this condition, triage
has found new meanings in various places such
as surgical triage, psychological triage, etc.(5,6)
Symptom-based triage
The first simple concept of coronavirus
triage in an emergency department is the
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separation of COVID-19 infected patients from
the others. This approach has been practiced
around the world since the early days of the
pandemic but further evaluation showed no
effectiveness as well.
In the early days of the problem, triage was
mainly based on clinical symptoms such as fever,
chills, and sore throat, along with controlling the
percentage of blood oxygen saturation (O2 Sat%)
and the other vital signs. In this protocol, O2 Sat%
(93%) and temperature (37.80C) were more
emphasized and even became the criterion for
further follow-up evaluations. (7) In previous
studies, 28.6% of confirmed coronavirus related
respiratory cases had fever, but now, there are
different reports from various countries (Table
1).
In a US healthcare system study; 30.7%
of patients were febrile, 17.3% had a respiratory
rate of more than 24 breaths/minute and 27.8%
received supplemental oxygen during the
triage.(8) Smoking and co-infection with two or
more viruses were the two significant predictors
of fever.
Fever is less common among adults in viral
infection than the children; in a study, more than
75% of adults with viral respiratory infection did
not have a fever and this is what we see in the
novel COVID-19 outbreak. During the first
weeks, we have visited many febrile patients
who had respiratory symptoms but when the
outbreak spread globally most of the patients
were afebrile. It seems that the virus symptoms
are changing over time. (9) Thus, the fever is not
considered as an important criterion now.

Furthermore, there were some confirmed
patients who had no symptoms at all. Field
experiences over the past months have shown
that many patients who come to the emergency
room accidentally or for other reasons had
COVID-19 positive tests, so there is a need for
a modified evidence-based triage system at the
early stages. Accordingly, even some routine
triage criteria should temporarily change during
the pandemic. More exact field investigations
showed how medical staff and monitoring
systems could change or correct the initial
protocols through the current pandemic.
According to recent experiences, some triage
categories have now developed.
Consequently, some rare symptoms have
been added to the above presentations and some
cutaneous manifestations are reported as
COVID-19 presentation and should be
considered during the patient’s triage. (10)
Neurological manifestations from mild to severe
symptoms are also reported as the new COVID19 presentations.(11)
Triage structure and design
In the age of coronavirus-19, it is strongly
advised to set up special hospitals, install
quarantine wards, and establish preventive and
controlled systems for infected patients.
Furthermore, other hospitals could safely treat
the other non-COVID-19 patients. Inpatient and
outpatient units have to be separated in such a
way that the patients who are in ED are not
exposed to the risk of cross-infection at the early
stages (Figure 1).

Table 1. The most common, less common and serious symptoms of COVID -19
Most common symptoms
Fever

Less common symptoms
Aches and pains

Dry cough
Tiredness

Sore throat
Diarrhea
Headache
Loss of taste or smell
A rash on skin, or discoloration of
fingers or toes
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Serious symptoms
Difficulty breathing or shortness of
breath
Chest pain or pressure
Loss of speech or movement
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Figure 1. Emergency department triage in COVID-19 outbreak

In Italy, Emergency Departments (EDs)
reorganized to tackle theB COVID-19
pandemic, including the introduction of pretriage
and different care paths for patients. Structurally,
the EDs were divided into separate
compartments, termed clean and infected zones,
respectively. According to pretriage results,
regular non-COVID-19 were sent to the clean
zones, whereas COVID-19 patients were sent
to the infected zones. Both clean as well as
infected patients subsequently underwent the
standard triage procedure.(12)

A
were

Designing some field hospitals is necessary
C
to avoid further referral hospital infection;
Chinese experiences in developing Fangcang
shelter hospitals are notable. These temporary
hospitals have various essential functions such
as isolation and triage, basic medical care,
screening, and rapid referral parts for public
health emergencies.(13) Accordingly, appropriate
designing for pre triage, diagnosis, and even
isolation of doubtful or verified cases is also
critical. Triage structure design in a hospital is
now a multidisciplinary and collaborative task;
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as it has many different aspects, space definition,
resource prioritization, supplies, infection control
measures, staff selection, and many other factors
need a widespread and multilevel protocol. It
should also consider patient and medical staff
safety. (14)
TRIAGE SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
BEFORE ADMISSION
Suspected coronavirus infection triage
At the beginning of the pandemic in many
parts of the world, workers in healthcare centers
continued to visit coronavirus patients in addition
to their routine tasks; but gradually the burden
of the patients reached such a level that some
additional special centers were needed to treat
them. Thereafter, more challenging issues arose
in the triage of the patients. In this way, the
traditional triage system could no longer result
in the recognition of suspected coronavirus
cases. Accepting non-corona patients, how to
visit and refer them to the other centers, and
how to triage and deal with acute presentations
of COVID-19 infection became the new
challenges.(15)
Triage of high-risk patients against highrisk symptoms
Changing the specific guidelines has also
led to a revolution in emergency triage; the
handling of many cases that normally needed to
be investigated and treated urgently have been
altered to observe more in non-life-threatening
circumstances to avoid infection. The first group
contains patients with a history of
immunodeficiency for any reason, whether
pharmacological or due to an underlying disease;
the second group contains the suspected patients
with other acute manifestations. Besides the lifethreatening situation, we may encounter patients
who have high-risk and emergency symptoms;
they may need acute surgical, gynecological, or
other emergency interventions. Furthermore,
emergency trauma care is another aspect that
needs timelines of interventional effectiveness
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in the outbreaks, hence elective surgeries and
procedures should be postponed for later
times.(15,16)
A multidisciplinary team approach for triage
Team work and collaboration in triage
During the triage and in the next stages,
the number of organ failures, survival prediction,
and performance score could help to prioritize
the critically ill patients in some situations.
However, the proper decision should be made
by experienced special teams. Certainly,
regional, national, and even international
collaboration is needed to overcome this
pandemic. (17)
Emergency radiology, as a relatively new
subspecialty, plays a critical role in both the
diagnosis and triage of acutely ill patients, and
provides leadership to coordinate with the
radiology department. Then they could deal
better with novel highly infectious patients.(18)
Emergency and radiology department
coordination is critical, as the suspected
respiratory patients should be referred for a
chest x-ray or CT scan evaluation without delay.
In this condition, all the patients with respiratory
symptoms are considered as probable cases of
COVID-19 until proven otherwise.
Risk stratification of COVID 19 patients
(in terms of clinical condition, patient health,
hospital resource availability) and proper
decision-making by multidisciplinary teams could
decrease the faults and minimize the hospital
stay. On the other hand, focusing on restricted
protocols may lead to admission of more negative
patients and increasing the risk of in-hospital
infectious transmission. A high level of
compliance could be achieved only by continuous
observation, constant surveillance, and feedback
reporting to the medical staff (Figure 2.).
Nowadays, different protocols and
approaches are needed for different situations
and epidemics. Accurate triage for surgical
procedures is needed not only by telephone at
home before hospitalization but also at the time
of admission (telemonitoring surveillance).(19)
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Figure 2. Team work and collaboration in triage

Surgeons need close collaboration with infection
control specialists to avoid cross-infection in the
hospital and to provide optimized treatment.
Continued screening and triage have a primary
preventive effect. (20)
Special high-risk groups in triage
The coronavirus outbreak requires special
considerations on particular groups. As a highrisk population with more mortality and
morbidities, the elderly with comorbidities require
more special consideration.(21) Subsequently,
remote monitoring of infection risk in people who
are on immunosuppressant drugs, during the
COVID-19 pandemic is a possible and practical
approach. Pregnant women are a susceptible
high-risk group during this pandemic and
therefore need special care and management in
the emergency department. Anatomical feature
and immunity alteration make the pregnant
women susceptible to viral infections such as
COVID-19; so all the maternal health settings
should have a good management system to
minimize their risk during the outbreak. (22)

Considering minimal contact could significantly
decrease the risk. Prenatal care, proper triage,
and recognition of high-risk cases, admission
control, and more supervision are the main things
that should be considered in maternal health care
during the outbreak of COVID-19.(22)
COVID-19 has a significant effect on
cardiovascular problems, such as increasing the
risk of severity, complications, drug-related side
effects, and death. Having an exaggerated
search of COVID-19 related symptoms could
affect non-coronavirus patients such as those
with cardiovascular conditions.(23) Any micro
aerosol-generating procedure should be stopped
during the COVID-19 pandemic. In previous
outbreaks (2017-18), all age groups had the same
mortality rate, but the males were interestingly
more affected (74.7%) with an equal mortality
rate in both genders (30.5%). It seems that the
novel COVID-19 has a more significant
morbidity rate than previous virus outbreaks.
Therefore, current triage systems should be more
aware of their hazardous and infective
features. (24-26)
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
HEALTH CARE WORKERS

Coronavirus biological triage in the emergency setting

FOR

Personnel education and safety in triage
Changing the ED layout from a usual triage
or fast track set to an isolated room is necessary
for such a pandemic situation. It is very important
to consider staff communication and the
application of personal protective equipment
(PPE). All the efforts should be taken to pretest
patients as well as the medical staff from
unnecessary exposure and infection; this results
in keeping the health facilities working well in the
outbreak and diffusion of SARS-CoV-2. The
importance of infection control is therefore crucial
in limiting the effects of virus diffusion.
Proper and regular healthcare professions
training and education are necessary during the
COVID-19 outbreak, in which occupational and
health safety are the two main components.(27)
Procedures that produce aerosols such as
advanced
airway
management
or
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) have a
significant risk. Hence, the emergency department
personnel need to be well equipped with
appropriate PPE and trained in their use.(28)
Guidelines of triage should contain a
protocol for appropriate use of personal protective
equipment and precautions to be taken in every
stage of the management and help for allocating
scarce resources. The reinforcement of specific
infection control training is necessary for medical
staff.
As in the previous viral infections, the novel
coronavirus-19 clinical presentation varies from
symptomatic cases to severe fatal disease.
Healthcare involvement could easily occur among
an overcrowded poor compliance infection control
setting and unrecognized infected people could
easily be missed in a poor triage system.(29)
Experiences from the outbreaks of the
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
(MERS-COV) showed multiple healthcare
association involvement. Some studies showed
inappropriate donning and doffing of PPE and N95
mask fit testing among the healthcare workers
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who encountered the patients directly; so the
application of special protective protocols could
minimize the risk of cross-infection significantly.
(30)
As their direct contact with COVID-19
patients, healthcare providers are at high risk of
infection transmission during the triage and
treatment procedures; so having a contact
distance of at least 2 meters and wearing a special
mask and other PPE, could play a strong role.
The role of laboratory data in triage
In some medical centers, taking a chest CT
scan is considered as a screening route for retriage and admission of non-corona patients who
have other critical conditions in the ED. Problems
and critical illnesses such as acute abdomen have
a high incidence in the emergency room, requiring
selective or emergency surgery.
Epidemiological and preliminary screening
of viral nucleic acids; taking of chest CT
examination during the perioperative period to
rescreen COVID-19 and risk reduction of droplet
and aerosol transmission, should be performed to
reduce patient’s susceptibility and shorten the
length of postoperative hospital stay. In some
conditions, the physician could triage the
suspected febrile patients with simple laboratory
data such as complete blood count (CBC) with a
differential count.(31) Some other modalities such
as lung ultrasonography can also help to find the
involved patients and facilitate the triage process.
It could determine the workflow of the affected
patients to the next step of care. (32) The physician
may visit some asymptomatic patients who have
taken a laboratory test on their own initiative and
are bringing the test results themselves. The
diagnostic testing should be simplified and available
to healthcare providers to allow them to decide
more rapidly and accurately.(33)
This categorization could determine the
severity and level of infection; subsequently,
proper protective equipment is required. MERSCOV patients presented with monocytosis,
normal white blood cell (WBC) count, and a
lower C - reactive protein (CRP); but leukopenia
and lymphopenia with mild eosinopenia and
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elevated CRP (4 mg/L) are much more
frequent in COVID-19 patients than in the
controls. These laboratory findings could be
helpful for better triage and treatment of febrile
symptomatic patients in the ED.(31, 33) Evaluation
of triage effectiveness is very important for
hospital managers for future decision making.
In this way, they could recognize the ultra-high
risk, high risk, and moderate risk areas according
to various risk stratifications.(33)
Proper clinical parameter definition for
triage could help the staff to better manage the
positive patients and lead to the best outcomes.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of an emergency
department in pandemic situations such as
COVID-19 could be measured by a reduction
in positive cases, admissions, and control of
transinfectivity. So ED function could be
improved by identification of the high-risk
patients and proper admission.(34) Establishing
some isolation areas for triage is the first step
to counter a pandemic surge such as COVID19. Exposure to unsuspected patients, lack of
triage to use PPE and infection control, lack of
awareness and preparedness place the health
care providers at a high-risk level.(33,35,36)
Tele triage and digital technology in
COVID-19
Methods of an effective and
applicable triage setting are based on symptom
severity and patient comorbidities. In addition, to
confirm the virus transmission, all the involved
health care systems should use information
technologies.(37,38) The role of telemedicine in
resource conservation and remote patient care
along with management strategies is obviously
important. Whenever possible, medical staff
should shift their visits away from the direct face
to face visits to some other kinds such as
telemedicine and video screening. (39) Web-based
monitoring and triage could somewhat help to
overcome the limited equipment and prevent
unnecessary healthcare exposures.(40)
Active triaging and screening for symptoms
of COVID-19 infection could be considered for
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malignant and palliative care patients who are at
their homes to avoid further infection
dissemination. Telephonic screening could also
help to assess their condition.(39, 41)
Self-triage and self-scheduling plans are
suggestive tools that the patients who are not
critically ill could carry out themselves, explain
their symptoms, and shorten the unnecessary
triage times in the hospitals; thereby improving
the triage efficacy and postponing all elective visits
and surgical procedures.(42) Accordingly; digital
technologies could help the health organizations
to have a valuable role in various stages of the
COVID-19 outbreak, from screening and triage
to diagnosis and monitoring. Video consultation
in the triage of patients with COVID-19 is a way
to increase the protection of personnel.(43,44)
Having a protective policy in triage is helpful for
the allocation of the scarce resources when it is
necessary to select the patients for urgent visits
or telemedicine follow-up.(45)
Designing a digital triage tool to identify
people with a high risk of COVID-19 infection is
a possible approach for remote monitoring of highrisk patients, therefore, it could limit unnecessary
access to healthcare or medical centers and
reduce the spread of the infection.(46) Delayed
diagnosis, inappropriate use of PPE, and ED
overcrowding are the main factors that are
necessary for a triage setting.
The well-being of the health care providers
is the first step of every medical care setting;
hence all the policies should primarily focus on
medical health care providers. Workload and
psychiatric pressures could eventually lead to
caregiver burnout; therefore, it affects medical
care and patients’ management. Using
telemedicine and social media could partially
prevent this workload.(47)
In a pandemic such as COVID-19, the
emergency physicians as the frontline healthcare
providers should be aware of ED triage, facilities,
and isolation policies, to deal with a surge of
suspected cases. The design of appropriate
devices and procedures for pre-triage, diagnosis,
and isolation of suspected and confirmed cases
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should be the final goal.(48) Elective treatment and
procedures should be postponed until the situation
become more stable.(49)
The COVID-19 pandemic leads to delay of
many routine treatments; hence it is necessary
to have a risk assessment for the patients.
Developing some new protocols for emergency
management among the COVID-19 outbreak is
essential. All specialties should have their own
triage guidelines for their critical patients in the
outbreaks. It is also necessary to update the
previous protocols. Hence, they should design a
conceptual framework for emergency and timely
triage. (50,51)
In order to avoid loss of resources
physicians with an overlap in therapies should
have well-defined arrangements among each
other concerning the treatment spectra.
Patient triage and risk assessment before
any non-urgent procedures, resource allocation
and prioritization, regular monitoring of personal
protective equipment, infection control measures,
and protective device training should be a part of
every hospital against the COVID-19 infection.
Eventually, coronavirus outbreaks bring us
some excellent lessons in the triage concept. First
of all, as a biological threat, COVID-19 triage is
not as simple as we think. In addition, coronavirus
infection symptoms are more complex and
various in different peoples. According to new
conceptions, many medical policies are changed
during these pandemics. Using some immune
response assay, molecular and rapid IgM/IgG
testing could help to find the suspected patients
more rapidly. Hence, early screening and triage
may improve the response time in clinical and
public health work, although their exact
importance is still unknown. Considering the
hospital status, ICU, and ventilator capacity or
supplies limitations that are likely to evolve over
the few hours or days, we saw a significant
revolution in medical interrelationship, include
some usual medical plans that were not more
efficient and in need of modification. This
biological threat also has many other lessons such
as how to triage different patients with or without
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COVID-19 symptoms and how to guide them to
have laboratory and radiological assessment. It
teaches our medical staff how to protect
themselves against a non-visible threat in an
emergency setting.
CONCLUSION
As mentioned, we may encounter some
similar biological threats such as COVID-19
infections that even change the infrastructure
parts of the medical systems. It seems that
preparing the medical personnel and wellequipped hospitals is more serious in the future.
furthermore, the bioethical points in various parts
of triage and diagnosis to do proper treatment
are crucial in patient management.
Finally, we should think about how to
conserve hospital critical resources such as ICU
beds, respirators, transmission capacity as well
as protective gear (e.g. PPE for protection of
the staff and patients against unnecessary
exposure and intrahospital transmission. We hope
this information could help the medical staff in all
parts of the world.
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